Abstract. Surveillance video records the situation of pedestrians in public. If some sudden event such as a robbery or someone gravely ill, guards or managers can get this by watching and understanding pedestrians behaviors from surveillance video in time.
Introduction
With development of society and economy, the deployment of video surveillance in public space such as stations, squares has become normalcy. Surveillance video processing and pedestrian behaviors understanding draw a lot of attention for its increasing demand. The most popular issue in this area is crowd counting. Pedestrian counting in public places has a wide spectrum of applications in crowd control especially in people risk behaviors control in public. While, take the difficulty of pedestrian detection counting and tracking into consideration, in some applications, crowd counting on a train platform, estimating to a global count for the whole scene is sufficient. Most state-of-the-art methods are regression based and the goal is to learn a mapping between low-level feature and crowd counts. [3, 4, 5] Some deep-learning based method also be proposed for counting crowd precisely. [2] However, in the area of behaviors control or sudden event early-warning, counting result of pedestrian do not have a very high requirements so we adapt a simple method for pedestrian counting. In addition, pedestrian behaviors understanding is also extensively studied [1] . There are many challenging task in this issue such as walking path prediction [9, 10] , traffic flowing segmentation [11, 12, 13] , crowd or particular target segmentation [14] , and abnormal event detection. [15, 16] To our knowledge, a pre-warning system in public has seldom been researched which is also important to the reality. While, inevitably, some sudden events occur in public sometime. People may meet something like robbery, fight, squabble, fire, or even stampede accident. In order to avoid such event, the managers or guards should see the surveillance video constantly. In this paper, we propose a system to warning the guard that there are something abnormal in public by analyzing people action from the video. The system contains three subsystem and each subsystem focus on a kind of crowd behaviors. Not only the current pedestrian behaviors, but also predicting pedestrian behaviors are taken into account. Three subsystems are independent but cooperate with others. Some abnormal situations are efficiently detected and warning or early-warning signals are given out exactly.
Proposed System Model
The proposed system can be described by the follow block diagram Figure 1 and follow chart Figure 2 . Obviously, the system contains three parts: pedestrian number forecast model by WNN, pedestrian distribution situation describe model by k-medoids clustering algorithm and traveling direction calculating model. 
Forecast Model by WNN
First, the number of pedestrian could be counted by extracting some adjacent frames from video and subtracting two images to get an image contains pedestrian information like Figure 3 . It is easy to get the number of pedestrian by the subtraction image. Then applying a series of pedestrian number data into the WNN. WNN is a combination of classic sigmoid neural network and the wavelet analysis [6] . WNN, as a model, can be separated in two parts: model selection and variable significance testing [6] . WNN has three layers in structure and there are wavelet activation functions in hidden layer instead of other traditional activation functions. The structure of a WNN, which showed in follow Figure 4 , with output F(x), inputs p{x 1 , x 2 ,…… x p }and m number of mother wavelet [7] . The output of a standard form WNN is given by: [7] F
In ith unit of the hidden layer, Ψi is the wavelet activation function and w i is the wright connecting the ith unit of the hidden layer to the output layer unit. Note that for the n-dimensional input space, the multivariate wavelet basis function can be calculated by the tensor product of n single wavelet basis functions as follows. Back-propagation used in training the WNN. [7] Ψ(x)=∏n i=1Ψ(xi) ( 2) By predicting the number of pedestrian, it is available to monitoring the number and the change rate in time. If the prediction number is far from current number (that means a rapid rate of number changing) or forecast number larger than the bearing capacity of current environment, a pre-warning signal should be given to the manager or guard for dealing with the abnormal event.
Pedestrian Distribution Describe Model by K-medoids Clustering Algorithm
The k-medoids algorithm is a clustering algorithm related to the k-means algorithm and the medoidshift algorithm. It is more robust to noise and outliners as compared to k-means because it minimizes a sum of pairwise dissimilarities instead of a sum of squared Euclidean distances and this paper applies the Voronoi iteration method [8] which works as follows:
1. Select initial medoids 2. Iterate while the cost decreases: 2.1 In each cluster, make the point that minimizes the sum of distances within the cluster the medoids 2.2 Reassign each point to the cluster defined by the closest medoids determined in the previous step.
By k-medoids clustering algorithm, the pedestrians of different positions in image could be clustered and divided into several groups. Every group has a kind of cluster center and cluster size. If the number of people in some groups are preponderantly apparently or the position of cluster center never changes in a couple of frames from the video, It must be something happened and attracted attention of most people which is never supposed to be occurred in this public space. And this status should be treated with caution as well.
Traveling Direction Calculating Model
A comparing between two frames can provide the traveling direction of each pedestrian in the surveillance video as follow Figure 5 . If the traveling directions of most pedestrian tend to be the same direction, it may means that something attracted people to particular location or something horrified the crowd and forced people run away from the incident. In this case, an alarm to the guard is necessary.
Experiments The WNN model test
In our experiments, the WNN has 2 input mode, 2 output node and 8 node in hidden layer. The Figure 6 shows relationship between test data and prediction. Horizontal axis shows the label of a consecutive sequence of frames and vertical axis shows the number of people. Model shows a good performance of forecast rate (maximum error rate: 8.9%) and play an important role in the pre-warning system. From the result, prediction is always less than the test data, because if someone stand still or just make a small gesture, the subtraction image could not show them off and the model is unable to process these missing data. However, as shown in Figure 6 , this kind of people just are a tiny proportion of the total number and do not much affect the prediction. 
System Test
In order to exam our system in existing dataset, we set a smaller limit number than the true bearing capacity. During the test, the system raised the alarm efficiently and met anticipate effect. Some frames are showed in follow Figure 7 which makes the system sending warning. In the first image (left side), people gather in front of a store and the system finds that a cluster size is obviously bigger than the others after k-medoids algorithm. In the second and third image (middle and right side), the number of pedestrian in the lobby sharply increase and makes the system make alert.
Conclusion
In this paper, a pre-warning system was proposed. This system has three subsystem and each system have a kind of ability to monitor the pedestrian or analysis people behaviors. The system not only responds to the current pedestrian number and crowd behaviors, but also forecasts what the pedestrian tend to be. This method provides a new way for dealing with sudden event in public and makes the managers and guard having a quicker reacting to these incidents.
